
PLANTATION DOOR
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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PLANTATION DOOR Recommended Tools

PLANTATION DOOR Parts–Lay all parts out on a flat surface as shown here.

 DESCRIPTION QTY
A1 Top Rail 1

A2 Bottom Rail 1

BL Left Stile 1

BC Center Stile 1

BR Right Stile 1

C1 Top Slat 2

C2 Bottom Slat 2

C3 Slats3 2

DD Dowels 2

E6 6” Lag Bolts 6

FW Wood Glue 4 oz.

Socket Wrench 

with 7/16” Socket

Rubber Mallet

NOTE:
If any of the slats have been damaged during shipping, call us 

at 800-891-8312 and we will expedite a replacement slat. Lay 

out your Door parts according to the illustration shown below 

to accurately identify which part needs to be replaced, if any.

NOTE:
These instructions are specific to a 

particular door size and type. Adjustments 

may be needed on your part for changes in 

specifications and measurements, as well 

as door types that are different from these.

Lay out all your parts on the floor or another solid 
surface. Start by identifying your parts. Refer to this 
page to distinguish between the parts. There are 3 

long wood parts to this door, you have a BL, BC and 
BR. BL and BR are universal and can be used either 

on the right or left side of the door.
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Door bottom
with mortise

Use teamwork. We recommend two people for this build.
PLANTATION DOOR Assembly Instructions

NOTE:
If you are installing a Floor Mount Door Guide,  

your door will have a mortise (a groove that runs 

along the bottom of your door). Make sure this 

mortise is facing down towards your floor and that 

you install the Door Hangers on the other end.

1.  Starting from the bottom up (bottom is identified by having a thin 

groove (mortise) along the bottom edge) lay A2 and BR facing each 

other so the large groove on the side of the stile (BR) is on the in-

side, and the 3 holes are facing out. Using the included glue, apply 

a bead of glue in the groove of the BR part starting about 1” up from 

the bottom and up to about 7” from the bottom. You will then take 

the 9” high rail (A2) and place in the right side stile (BR) where the 

glue was applied, making sure the thinner groove is on the bottom 

of the door. (the two parts need to be lined up in a 90 degree op-

posite L-shape, being flush on the bottom). Gently tap all into place 

with a rubber mallett. Using the included ¼” x 6” lag bolts, take 2 of 

them and place in the 2 bottom holes that are pre-drilled, using the 

7/16” socket attached to a ratchet tighten those 2 lags as tight as 

possible making sure that the parts are pulled together tightly.

A2

BR
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NOTE:
These instructions are specific to a particular door size and type. Ad-

justments may be needed on your part for changes in specifications 

and measurements, as well as door types that are different from these.
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PLANTATION DOOR Assembly Instructions

2.  Next you will need to turn the assembled parts onto their sides where the 

holes are. Locate one C1 part, sixteen C3 Parts, and one C2 part. Next, 

apply a bead of glue running lengthwise up the BR part until you are about 

5” from the top. Quickly, starting from the bottom place in the C2 parts with 

the groove facing the top of the door, then stack in all sixteen C3 parts in 

succession, tongue into grooves. Then take the final part (C1) to cap off the 

T&G. Using a soft mallet gently tap all parts down into part A2, and each 

part to the side into Stile BR.

4.  Next you will repeat the setting in of the C1, C2, and C3 parts for the 

second panel. See #2, above.

3.  Next you will identify the BC center stile. You will no-

tice that the A2 rail (the part that your already lagged 

together) has a small hole drill in the groove of the 

part. This is for placing the included wood dowel pin 

into place. On the ends of the BC you will notice 

matching holes. Use a small dab of glue in the holes 

of the BC part and the A2 part, insert the dowel into 

the holes. This part is also universal and can be used 

on either end. Next run a bead of glue along the edge 

of the already inserted T&G. Put a drop of glue on the 

dowel on one end, place that part into the alignment 

hole on the bottom rail and then set into place over 

the T&G, using a mallet, lightly tap this part into place.
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Place a spot of glue into 

each predrilled hole and 

insert dowell into the pre-

drilled holes. Tap gently 

with your rubber mallett.
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PLANTATION DOOR Assembly Instructions

5.  Next you will identify the A1 part or top rail as we call it. This part is the 

capping piece on top and goes in similar to the bottom rail. Place a bead of 

glue in the groove of the BR part, should be about 5” left to glue. Then put 

glue in the groove of the A1 part including the alignment hole for the dowel. 

This part will slide into place from the top working towards the bottom.

Congratulations on the assembly of your amazing Plantation Door. We are 

always here to help. If you have questions, please call us for assistance.

Attach a Door Pull and your Door is ready to hang.

6.  The final item is to place the BL stile into place. 

Place a bead of glue in either the groove on that 

part or along the edge of the bottom and top rails 

and along the edge of the T&G. Align all parts to be 

flush on the top and bottom. A little persuasion with 

your mallet might be needed. Insert the remaining 

lag bolts, tightening as tight as you can to ensure 

proper adhesion of the glue.

A1

BL

If any glue that has 

leaked out anywhere, 

you can use a water 

dampened cloth 

to remove the glue 

before it dries.
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